RUNE MEANINGS

Elder Futhark runic alphabet symbols with meanings for interpretation or divination

Fehu: Abundance, luck, hope, prosperity, wealth, fortune.

Pertho: Mysteries, fortune, chance, mysticism, unknown.

Uruz: Strength, endurance, health, courage, vigor, force.

Algiz: Guardians, defense, instincts, courage, awakenings.

Thurisaz: Challenges, danger, protection, strength, attacks.

Sowilo: Success, vitality, joy, justice, happiness, inspiration.

Ansuz: Revelation, visions, insight, signs, communication.

Tiwaz: Leadership, victory, honor, bravery, courage.

Raidho: Progress, movement, journeys, traveling, evolution.

Berkana: Fertility, renewal, growth, creation, creativity.

Kauna: Enlightenment, insight, knowledge, insight, calling.

Ehwaz: Movement, loyalty, friendship, assistance, animal.

Gebo: Generosity, gift, charity, partnership, service, assistance.

Mannaz: Collective, values, community, relationships.

Wunjo: Pleasure, joy, feasting, celebrations, festivity, success.

Laguz: Water, intuition, dream, imagination, healing, instinct.

Hagalaz: Destruction, wrath of nature, force, testing, change.

Ingwaz: Virility, inner growth, virtue, peace, harmony.

Naudiz: Need, restriction, resistance, survival, agreements.

Dagaz: Awakening, clarity, consciousness, balance, growth.

Isaz: Suspension, delay, blocks, stillness, waiting, pausing.

Othala: Legacy, inheritance, abundance, values, family.

Jera: Year, endings beginnings, harvest, abundance, learning.

Wyrd (optional): No answer is revealed, secret, mystery.

Eihwaz: Connection, divinity, inspiration, protection.